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Abstract—The derivation of suitable analytical models is an
important step for the design and analysis of molecular commu-
nication systems. However, many existing models have limited
applicability in practical scenarios due to various simplifications
(e.g., assumption of an unbounded environment). In this paper,
we develop a realistic model for particle diffusion in a bounded
sphere and particle transport through a semi-permeable bound-
ary. This model can be used for various applications, such as
modeling of inter-/intra-cell communication or the release process
of drug carriers. The proposed analytical model is based on
a transfer function approach, which allows for fast numerical
evaluation and provides insights into the impact of the relevant
molecular communication system parameters. The proposed
solution of the bounded spherical diffusion problem is formulated
in terms of a state-space description and the semi-permeable
boundary is accounted for by a feedback loop. Particle-based
simulations verify the proposed modeling approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
Molecular communications (MC) is a promising approach
for environments and applications, where conventional wire-
less communications using electromagnetic waves is not fea-
sible or detrimental, such as for smart drug delivery inside
the human body [1], [2]. For the analysis of natural and
for the design of synthetic MC systems, the development of
suitable models for the individual components of the MC
system is a crucial step. In recent years, various models for
the transmitter (TX), propagation channel, and receiver (RX)
have been developed [3]. However, many existing models do
not properly reflect the characteristics of practical scenarios,
such as bounded environments and the properties of the TX.
In particular, in most existing MC works, the TX is assumed
to be an ideal point source that can produce the molecules
instantaneously which then immediately enter the physical
channel [1]. Hence, this simplified model neglects the effect
of the TX geometry, the molecule generation process, and the
molecular release mechanism [3]. However, there have been
several works that partially take these effects into account,
which leads to more realistic models. A spherical TX with
molecules distributed over a virtual sphere (i.e., a transparent
surface) has been proposed in [4], which corresponds to a
more realistic model since in reality molecules occupy space.
Moreover, a spherical TX with the molecules distributed over
a reflective surface is considered in [4], [5].1 Although this
model considers the effect of the TX geometry, it neglects
the particle generation and the release mechanism. In [6],
the TX is modeled by a sphere whose surface is covered by
nanopores and a point source for the molecular production at
1Please note that [4], [5] only provide particle-based simulations for this
scenario.
its center. The proposed model only considers the effect of the
TX surface on the released molecules via a modified diffusion
coefficient. In [7], the TX is modeled as a spherical object
with ion channels in its membrane. The molecule release is
controlled via opening and closing of the ion channels, which
in turn is controlled by a voltage across the membrane. Based
on the TX geometry, the mechanism controlling the release,
and the supposed particle generation process, a closed-form
expression for the modulated signal is derived.
In this work, we develop an analytical model for particle
diffusion in a bounded sphere and particle transport through a
space and time-variant semi-permeable boundary. This model
can serve as a realistic TX model, which uses the permeability
of the boundary to control the dynamics of the particle release.
Moreover, the presented model can be used to describe the
impact of cell aging on the membrane permeability [8] and
to model monolithic controlled drug release [9], [10]. The
proposed model is based on a formulation in terms of transfer
functions, which also allows to incorporate arbitrary particle
generation models. The diffusion problem in a bounded sphere
with semi-permeable boundary was recently considered in [11]
using a Green’s function approach. However, in contrast to
[11], the proposed model allows to analyze space and time-
variant permeability at the boundary and to model the inter-
connection of multiple spheres. Here, two spherical objects are
interconnected by a semi-permeable membrane and delay-free
ion channels. By further extensions, the proposed approach can
be applied to model the propagation of Ca2+ waves through
cell chains, i.e., Ca2+ signaling [12], [13]. This would lead to
a more detailed characterization of these intercellular signaling
dynamics compared to the existing one-dimensional closed
form solutions [14].
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
• We derive an analytical model for particle diffusion
in a sphere with general boundary behavior based on
the modal expansion of an initial-boundary value prob-
lem (IBVP), which leads to a solution of the IBVP
in terms of transfer functions [15]–[17]. The proposed
model facilitates fast numerical evaluation and insightful
closed-form solutions (cf. [18]). The model is formulated
in terms of a state-space description (SSD).
• This general model is extended to include a semi-
permeable boundary. The semi-permeability is accounted
for by a feedback loop [17], [19]. Moreover, we further
modify this model to allow for time-variant permeability.
• Based on the semi-permeable boundary, we model the
interconnection of two spherical objects through a semi-
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permeable membrane and delay-free ion channels. These
investigations can be easily extended to a larger number
of interconnected spheres or more complex topologies.
• We numerically evaluate the proposed models and verify
them by particle-based simulations, using the AcCoRD
simulator [20]. We observe that the proposed model
significantly reduces the time for performance evaluation
compared to particle-based simulations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we formulate an IBVP for particle diffusion in a
bounded sphere. In Section III, we derive a transfer function
model for the diffusion process with general boundary con-
ditions, which is formulated in terms of an SSD. Based on
this general model, in Section IV, we derive a model for a
(time-variant) semi-permeable boundary that is accounted for
by a feedback loop. Furthermore, in Section V, we investi-
gate the interconnection of two spheres by a semi-permeable
membrane and delay-free ion channels. Finally, we draw some
conclusions in Section VI.
II. PHYSICAL MODEL
The diffusion of particles (blue dots) in a bounded sphere
with radius R0 is shown in Fig. 1. Their movement in the
sphere can be described by the well known diffusion equation
based on Fick’s laws in spherical coordinates [21]. Depending
on the boundary conditions, the particles are either reflected
when they hit the boundary (Fig. 1, left hand side) or they can
penetrate the boundary to leave the sphere (Fig. 1, right hand
side). In this section, the diffusion of particles in a sphere is
modeled by an IBVP. To allow for considering both transparent
and reflective boundaries, a general set of boundary conditions
is introduced. These conditions will be further specialized in
Section IV to support permeable boundaries.
A. Initial-boundary Value Problem
The diffusion in a three-dimensional (3D) sphere is de-
scribed in spherical coordinates by the dynamics of particle
concentration p(x, t) and 3D flux vector i(x, t) which are
functions of time t and 3D space coordinate x = [r, ϕ, θ]T,
where (·)T denotes transposition. Defining the Volume V of
the sphere and its boundary ∂V as
V := {x : [r, ϕ, θ]T ∣∣r ∈ [0, R0], ϕ ∈ [−pi, pi], θ ∈ [0, pi]},
∂V := {x : [r, ϕ, θ]T ∣∣r = R0, ϕ ∈ [−pi, pi], θ ∈ [0, pi]},
(1)
spherical diffusion can be described in terms of partial differ-
ential equations (PDEs) as follows [21]
i(x, t) +D grad p(x, t) = 0, (2)
∂
∂t
p(x, t) + div i(x, t) = fe(x, t), (3)
with the 3× 1 vector
i(x, t) =
[
ir(x, t) iϕ(x, t) iθ(x, t)
]T
. (4)
The operators grad and div in (2) and (3) denote the gradient
and divergence in spherical coordinates, respectively. Time
derivatives are denoted by ∂∂t . The particles diffuse with a
constant isotropic diffusion coefficient D. The function fe in
Fig. 1. Illustration of two bounded spheres with radius R0, where the particles
(blue) diffuse with a constant diffusion coefficient D. Left: The boundary of
the sphere is fully reflective. Right: The boundary of the sphere is permeable.
(3) is a source term that allows to model the spatially and
temporally distributed release of particles in the sphere.
At the boundary of the sphere, a Dirichlet boundary condi-
tion for the flux in radial direction is defined
ir(x, t) = φ(x, t), x ∈ ∂V (5)
with the, for now, unspecified time- and space-variant general
boundary value φ. At time t = 0, there are no particles in the
sphere, so that p(x, t = 0) = 0.
B. Vector Formulation
For the following derivations, the IBVP in (2), (3) is refor-
mulated into a unifying vector formulation [17]. Since most
of the following derivations are performed in the continuous
frequency domain2, the formulation is set up as
[sC − L]Y (x, s) = Fe(x, s), (6)
where L = A + ∇I ∈ C4×4 denotes a spatial differential
operator. Matrix C ∈ C4×4 is a capacitance matrix and
A ∈ C4×4 is a matrix of damping parameters, depending
on the diffusion coefficient D. The spatial derivatives in
(2), (3) are captured by the operator ∇I . The matrices and
operators in (6) are derived by reformulation and Laplace L{·}
transformation of (2), (3) and are given as follows
C=
[
0 0
1 0
]
, A=
[
0 −1/DI
0 0
]
, ∇I=
[−grad 0
0 −div
]
. (7)
Moreover, vector Fe ∈ C4×1 contains the source term fe from
(3). All physical quantities are collected in the vector
Y (x, s) =
[
P (x, s) I(x, s)
]T ∈ C4×1, (8)
where P = L{p} and I = L{i} are the frequency domain
equivalents of concentration p and fluxes i, respectively.
III. TRANSFER FUNCTION MODEL
The proposed modeling procedure is based on solving the
IBVP presented in Section II-A by modal expansion. The
model is formulated in terms of transfer functions, i.e., in terms
of a multidimensional SSD.
For the modal expansion of the vector PDE (6), an infinite
set of bi-orthogonal eigenfunctions K(x, µ) ∈ C4×1 and
K˜(x, µ) ∈ C4×1 is defined. The functions K are the primal
eigenfunctions and K˜ are their adjoints. The spectrum of
the spatial differential operator L is of discrete nature and
is defined by its eigenvalues sµ [15]. The exact form of the
eigenvalues is shown in Section III-D, but index µ ∈ Z is
2Please note that uppercase letters denote frequency domain variables and
the complex frequency variable is denoted by s.
s−1
AS1
−BˆKˆ
CS1(x)
TS1,S2 s−1
AS2
CS2(x)
F¯e,S1(s) Φ¯S2(s)
YS1(x, s)
YS2(x, s)
γ
Φ¯S1(s)
Y¯S1(s) Y¯S2(s)
Sphere S1 Sphere S2
Fig. 2. Left: State-space description of the 3D diffusion process in the continuous frequency domain with state equation (15) and output equation (13) (switch
open =̂ open loop system) and the attached feedback loop, according to (30) (switch closed =̂ closed loop system). Complete figure: System model of two
connected spheres according to Section V.
already introduced now to count the eigenvalues. The modal
expansion of the PDE (6) leads to a representation of the
system in terms of a multidimensional SSD in a spatio-
temporal transform domain [16], [17].
A. Forward Transformation
As the number of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues sµ is
infinite, we collect in vector Y¯ (s) all scalar transform domain
representations Y¯ (µ, s) obtained by the transformation of
vector Y (x, s). In order to match that formulation, the linear
transformation operator C˜ contains the corresponding infinitely
many adjoint eigenfunctions K˜(x, µ), i.e.,
Y¯ (s)=
[
. . . , Y¯ (µ, s), . . .
]T
, C˜(x)=
[
. . . , K˜(x, µ), . . .
]
. (9)
The entries of vector Y¯ (s) will act as the system states
of the SSD in Section III-C. Exploiting (9), the forward
transformation T {·} of the vector Y is formulated in terms
of scalar products [22]
T {Y (x, s)} = Y¯ (s) =
〈
CY (x, s), C˜(x)
〉
. (10)
Here 〈·, ·〉 denotes a vector of scalar products, where each
scalar product is defined on the volume V of the sphere
Y¯ (µ, s) =
∫
V
K˜H(x, µ)CY (x, s) dx =
〈
CY , K˜
〉
. (11)
For the forward transformation in (10), the following differ-
entiation theorem can be established [17]〈
LY (x, s), C˜(x)
〉
= AY¯ (s) + Φ¯(s), (12)
where A = diag(. . . , sµ, . . . ) is the diagonal operator of
eigenvalues, acting as a state matrix. The vector Φ¯ is the
transform domain representation of the boundary values φ in
(5), whose exact form is discussed in Section IV.
B. Inverse Transformation
The inverse transformation T −1{·} of (10) exploits the
discrete nature of the spectrum of the spatial differential oper-
ator L, which allows a formulation in terms of a generalized
Fourier series or in terms of scalar products [15], [17]
T −1{Y¯ (s)} = ∞∑
µ=0
1
Nµ
Y¯ (µ, s)K(x, µ) = C(x)Y¯ (s), (13)
with the the inverse transformation operator C(x) containing
all eigenfunctions K(x, µ) for the inverse transformation [17]
C(x) =
[
. . . , 1NµK(x, µ), . . .
]
. (14)
The scaling factor Nµ in (13) and (14) is derived
from the bi-orthogonality between eigenfunctions K and
K˜, i.e. Nµ = 〈K˜,CK〉 [15], [17]. Together, (10) and (14)
constitute a forward and inverse Sturm-Liouville transforma-
tion [15].
C. State-space Description
Applying forward transformation (10) to PDE (6) and
exploiting the differentiation theorem (12) leads to a repre-
sentation of the vector PDE in a spatio-temporal transform
domain
sY¯ (s) = AY¯ (s) + Φ¯(s) + F¯e(s), (15)
with the transform domain representation of the source func-
tions F¯e(s) =
〈
Fe(x, s), C˜(x)
〉
. Hence, (15) resembles the
state equation of an SSD in the transform domain. Together
with (13), both equations constitute an SSD of the solution
Y (x, s) of the PDE (6), which is graphically shown on the
left hand side of Fig. 2 (switch open, neglecting subscript
S1). Inspired by control theory, this system is referred to as
the open loop system in the sequel.
D. Eigenfunctions and Eigenvalues
The eigenfunctions K and K˜ are derived from their dedi-
cated eigenvalue problems [15], [17]. The detailed derivation
is omitted here for brevity but it can be found in [17] for
similar problems. Solving the eigenvalue problem for the
primal eigenfunctions K leads to
K(x, µ)=

jn(kn,ν r)Y
m
n (θ, ϕ)
−Dkn,ν j′n(kn,ν r)Y mn (θ, ϕ)
D 1r sin θ jn(kn,ν r)Y
m′
n (θ, ϕ)
−D j mr sin θ jn(kn,ν r)Y mn (θ, ϕ)
. (16)
Here, function jn(·) denotes the spherical Bessel function of
order n and Y mn (·) is the spherical harmonic function of order
n and degree m = −n, . . . , n. The first order derivatives of
jn(·) and Y mn (·) are denoted by j′n(·) and Y m
′
n (·), respectively.
Index µ, counting the eigenfunctions K, depends on indices
(n, ν,m). Therefore, index µ can be seen as the mapping
(n, ν,m)→ µ. The kn,ν are the ν-th real-valued zeros of
∂
∂r
jn(kn,ν · r)
∣∣
r=R0
= 0, (17)
which follows from the evaluation of boundary conditions
for the eigenfunctions in relation to the Dirichlet boundary
conditions in (5) (see [15], [17]). The real-valued eigenvalues
sµ are obtained during the derivation of eigenfunctions as
follows
sµ = −D · k2n,ν . (18)
The eigenvalues sµ do not depend on degree m, but there
exist different eigenfunctions in (16) for different values of m.
Therefore, multiple eigenvalues occur, the number of which is
increasing for increasing order n [23]. An equation similar to
(16) can be established for the adjoint eigenfunctions K˜.
E. Source Function
To model the distributed generation of particles, the source
function fe in (3) has to be specified. In general, any arbitrary
spatially and temporally distributed function can be used to
model the particle generation in the sphere. In this paper,
we consider the product of a temporal and a spatial source
function, i.e., fe(x, t) = ft(t) · fx(x). The temporal source
function starts at t = 0 with a duration of t0
ft(t) =
{
1
2 (1− cos (ω0t)) 0 ≤ t ≤ t0
0 else,
(19)
with ω0 = 2pit0 . For multiple releases of particles of the form
(19), the function is repeated at different temporal positions.
The spatial source function is centered at r = 0 and modeled
by a raised cosine function
fx(x) =
{
1
2
(
1 + cos
(
pi rr0
))
0 ≤ r ≤ r0
0 else.
(20)
The proposed source function allows the modeling of spatially
and temporally non-instantaneous particle generation.
F. Discrete-time Model
To numerically evaluate the dynamics of the diffusion
process, the SSD (13), (15) is transformed into the discrete-
time domain by the application of an impulse-invariant trans-
formation [17], [18]
y¯[k + 1] = Ady¯[k] + T f¯e[k + 1] + T φ¯[k + 1], (21)
y[x, k] = C(x)y¯[k], (22)
where the discrete-time state matrix Ad = eAT is expressed
in terms of the matrix exponential. The sampling interval is
denoted by T , so that t = kT . The variables f¯e and φ¯ denote
the discrete-time equivalents of F¯e and Φ¯ in (15), respectively.
Due to the infinite number of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions,
the variables in (21), (22) are of infinite size. For practical
simulations, the number of eigenvalues sµ and eigenfunctions
K, K˜ is truncated to µ = 0, . . . , Q− 1, which directly scales
the accuracy of the algorithm [18]. By this truncation, the state
matrix Ad is of size Q × Q, the transformation operators C
become matrices of size 4 × Q and the state vector y¯ and
transformed excitation f¯e are of size Q× 1.
The derived model (21), (22) of the spherical diffusion
process with general boundary values φ is extended in Sections
IV and V to two application scenarios.
IV. PERMEABLE BOUNDARIES
In the previous section, the model for particle diffusion
in a bounded sphere was derived for the Dirichlet boundary
conditions (5) and the unspecified boundary values φ. In this
section, the SSD (13), (15) is extended to two kinds of bound-
ary conditions by the specification of the boundary values.
For this purpose, the non-zero scalar values Φ¯(µ, s) of the
transformed boundary term Φ¯(s) in (12) have to be considered.
The transformed boundary term is derived by evaluating the
differentiation theorem (12) and the corresponding Green’s
identities [15], [17]. The individual elements Φ¯(µ, s) of Φ¯(s)
are given in terms of the surface integral of the sphere
Φ¯(µ, s) =
∫
∂V
r2K˜∗4 (x, µ)Φ(x, s) sin θ dϕdθ, x ∈ ∂V,
(23)
with the surface of the sphere as defined in (1) and the fourth
entry K˜4 of the adjoint eigenfunctions K˜
K˜∗4 (x, µ) = jn(kn,ν · r) · Y m
∗
n (θ, ϕ). (24)
A. Non-permeable Boundary
For a sphere with a non-permeable boundary, the particle
flux in radial direction is zero at the boundary r = R0 and all
particles are reflected. Therefore, the boundary condition in
(5) is specified in the continuous frequency domain as follows
Ir(x, s) = Φ(x, s) = 0, x ∈ ∂V. (25)
Inserting (25) into the transformed boundary values (23) leads
to Φ¯(s) = 0 and the state equation (15) simplifies to
sY¯ (s) = AY¯ (s) + F¯e(s). (26)
As no particles can leave the sphere, the injection of a finite
number of particles leads to a saturation level p∞ of the
concentration for t→∞.
B. Semi-permeable Boundary
In order to obtain a more realistic model (e.g., TX model
in a MC system), the boundary of the sphere is assumed to be
semi-permeable. This allows the particles to leave the sphere,
so that p∞ = 0 for t → ∞. The behavior is realized by
impedance boundary conditions for the particle flux in radial
direction
Ir(x, s) = Φ(x, s) = γ · P (x, s), x ∈ ∂V, (27)
where the permeability is controlled by the real-valued param-
eter γ. The impedance boundary conditions are incorporated
into the model by the design of a feedback loop shifting
the eigenvalues sµ of the open loop system as defined in
Section III [17].
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Fig. 3. Normalized concentration p(xo, t) at xo = [r1, pi/3, pi/4], with r1 = 0.4 (left hand side) and r1 = 0.9 (right hand side) over time for different
values of γ ∈ {0, 10−2, 10−1}, derived by numerical evaluation of (22), (32) (black, blue, red) and with the AcCoRD particle simulator [20].
The boundary value Φ in (27) can be expressed by the
output equation (13) on the boundary ∂V
Φ(x, s) = γ · P (x, s) = γ · cT1 (x)Y¯ (s)
= γ
∞∑
µˆ=0
1
Nµˆ
jnˆ(knˆ,νˆR0)Y
mˆ
nˆ (θ, ϕ)Y¯ (µˆ, s), (28)
where cT1 is the first row of the inverse transformation operator
in (14) and the index µˆ is defined analogously to µ, i.e.,
(nˆ, νˆ, mˆ) → µˆ. Inserting (24) and (28) into (23) leads to an
expression for the scalar transformed boundary values Φ¯(µ, s)
in terms of the system states
Φ¯(µ, s) = γ b(µ)
∞∑
µˆ=0
1
Nµˆ
jnˆ(knˆ,νˆR0)δm,mˆδn,nˆY¯ (µˆ, s), (29)
with b(µ) = R20 ·jn(kn,νR0) and the Kronecker delta function
δ. Exploiting the formulation of the output equation in terms
of the linear operators in (13) leads to a representation of the
transformed boundary term Φ¯(s) in (23) in terms of the system
states and a feedback matrix
Φ¯(s) = −γ · BˆKˆY¯ (s). (30)
The exact form of the feedback matrix BˆKˆ is omitted for
brevity. It can be obtained by arranging all µ = 0, . . . , Q− 1
values of Φ¯(µ, s) in (29) into the vector Φ¯(s) and a refor-
mulation in terms of state vector Y¯ . Inserting (30) into state
equation (15) leads to a modified state equation
sY¯ (s) =
(
A− γ · BˆKˆ
)
Y¯ (s) + F¯e(s). (31)
This modified state equation together with output equation (13)
leads to the SSD of the closed loop system (see Fig. 2 left hand
side, switch closed). Moreover, the modified state equation
models the effect of the semi-permeable boundary (27) of
the sphere. The special case of a non-permeable (reflective)
boundary (25) is included for γ = 0. The modification of the
state equation (31) in the continuous frequency domain carries
over into the discrete-time domain, which leads to a modified
discrete-time state equation (21)
y¯[k + 1] = Adc (γ) y¯[k] + T f¯e[k + 1], (32)
with closed loop state matrix
Adc (γ) = e(A−γBˆKˆ)T . (33)
We note that the formulation in (32) allows parameter γ to
be varied over time during the numerical evaluation, i.e.,
γ → γ[k]. This facilitates the modeling of boundaries with
time-variant permeability.
C. Numerical Evaluation
In the following, we numerically evaluate the proposed
model for a semi-permeable sphere, which may act as a
spherical TX in a MC system. The scenario follows Fig. 1,
where the emission of particles from the sphere is controlled
by its permeability. We use a sphere with a normalized
radius of R0 = 1 and a normalized diffusion coefficient of
D = 10−2. Through the spatially and temporally distributed
source function fe from Section III-E, the model allows to
consider non-instantaneous particle production. It can be used
to model realistic generation of signaling particles in a spher-
ical TX of a MC system. Moreover, the particles are released
at the center of the sphere at 0.25s and 3s, respectively.
A single release is non-uniformly spatially distributed in a
sphere with radius r0 = 0.1R0 and it takes t0 = 0.1s
until all particles are released. The results of the numerical
evaluation are shown in Fig. 3 for the normalized concentration
p(xo, t), using the closed loop SSD (22), (32) with Q = 240
eigenvalues3. The concentration dynamics are observed at
different observation points given by xo = [r1, pi/3, pi/4], with
r1 = 0.9R0 and r1 = 0.4R0, and for different permeabilities
γ ∈ {0, 10−2, 10−1}. We observe that for a reflective boundary
(γ = 0) the concentration saturates to a non-zero final value
for t → ∞. By increasing the permeability of the sphere
(γ 6= 0) all particles can eventually leave the sphere and,
thus, the concentration will be zero for t → ∞. Moreover,
depending on the observation point it is possible to observe
the impact of the two separate releases of particles. On the
left hand side (r1 = 0.4R0) of Fig. 3, it is still possible
to identify both releases in the step-wise increase of the
concentration between 0 s and 7 s. However, on the right hand
side (r1 = 0.9R0) it is impossible to determine the exact
number of individual particle releases. Due to the diffusion in
the sphere, both particle releases are merged into a single slope
in the concentration progression. We verified our results with
particle-based simulations using the AcCoRD simulator [20].
We observe that the numerical evaluation and the simulation
results match perfectly. However, the proposed model outper-
forms the simulator in terms of run-time. The simulator needed
approx. 15 min to obtain an individual concentration curve in
Fig. 3, while the numerical evaluation of the proposed model
required only 15 s.
In Fig. 4, we consider the case of a time-variant perme-
ability, i.e., γ → γ[k]. Compared to the results in Fig. 3
3The number of Q = 240 eigenvalues provides a good trade-off between
accuracy and evaluation time.
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Fig. 4. Normalized concentration p(xo, t) at xo = [r1, pi/3, pi/4], with
r1 = 0.9R0 simulated with the model (22), (32) for γ = 0 and time-variant
γ → γ[k]. The variation of permeability γ[k] is also shown.
the particle release from the boundary of the sphere is not
constant, but is controlled by a time-variant permeability. The
temporal progression of γ[k] is illustrated by the dashed curve
in Fig. 4 and toggles between 0 and 0.1. We clearly observe the
influence of the permeability on the concentration. The results
in Fig. 4 show that the proposed model is able to realize a time-
variant permeability. This adds a further degree of freedom
to the design of spherical TX with the proposed model. The
particle release from the TX is specified on the one hand by
radius R0 of the sphere, the diffusion coefficient D, and the
particle generation function fe. On the other hand, the release
of the particles into the environment can be regulated by a
time-variant permeability.
V. INTERCONNECTED SPHERES
In addition to modeling a (time-variant) semi-permeable
boundary, the general model in Section III can also be used
as the basis for modeling the interconnection of two spherical
objects (see Fig. 5). In the following, we consider a simple
scenario from inter-cell communication, where two cells are
connected by a semi-permeable membrane and ion channels.
For simplicity the following assumptions are made:
• Spheres S1 and S2 have the same geometrical dimensions
R0 and the same diffusion coefficient D.
• Spheres S1 and S2 are both reflective except
for a semi-permeable membrane having the area
∂Vc := {x
∣∣r = R0, ϕ ∈ [−pi, pi], θ ∈ [0, θ0]} on the
surface of S1 and S2, respectively. The permeability of
S1 and S2 is controlled by γS1 and γS2, respectively.
• The permeable areas of S1 and S2 are connected by
linear delay-free ion channels with diode behavior, so
that particles can only pass from sphere S1 to S2 (see
Fig. 5, red area on the right hand side).
A. Interconnection Matrix
The boundary values for the partially permeable boundary
of S1 are defined by a spatial truncation of (27) as follows
ΦS1(x, s) =
{
γS1 · PS1(x, s) x ∈ ∂Vc
0 x /∈ ∂Vc , (34)
where the value of the permeability γS1 depends on the number
and characteristics of the ion channels. The subscript S1 in
(34) indicates values belonging to sphere S1. The particle
concentration PS1 is expressed in terms of the system states
of S1 by reducing (13) to
PS1(x, s) = c
T
S1(x)Y¯S1(s), x ∈ ∂Vc, (35)
D,R0 D,R0
d = 2R0
θ0 θ0
Circular excerpt of the sphere with ϕ =const.
S1 S1S2 S2
Fig. 5. Left: Conceptual system model of two identical bounded spheres.
Particles are released in sphere S1. Right: At the intersection, particles can
penetrate the permeable boundary of S1 to enter S2 via delay-free ion channels
(red). Particles can traverse from S1 to S2 but not backwards via the ion
channels and are reflected on the non-permeable boundaries (blue trajectories
in the right sphere).
where cTS1 is the first row of the transformation operator in
(14) of S1. With the boundary values in (34), S1 is permeable
for x ∈ ∂Vc and reflective for x /∈ ∂Vc. To realize the desired
connection of S1 and S2, the boundary values for sphere S2 are
defined analogously to Kirchhoff’s current law. The particle
flux for x ∈ ∂Vc into sphere S2 is given by the particle flux
ΦS1(x, s) from S1. Therefore, the boundary values for S2 are
defined by
ΦS2(x, s) =
{
−γS2ΦS1(x, s) x ∈ ∂Vc
0 x /∈ ∂Vc . (36)
Subsequently, the transformed boundary values Φ¯S2 serving
as input of sphere S2 (see Fig. 2) can be derived by a
transformation of the system states Y¯S1 of S1 into the scalar
entries Φ¯S2(µ, s) of Φ¯S2. This transformation is performed by
redefining (23) for sphere S2 on the surface part x ∈ ∂Vc
Φ¯S2(µ, s) =
∫
∂Vc
r2K˜∗4,S2(x, µ)ΦS2(x, s) dx. (37)
Inserting (36) into (37) leads to the desired representation of
the transformed boundary values Φ¯S2 of S2 in terms of the
system states Y¯S1 of S1
Φ¯S2(µ, s) = −γS1γS2R20
∫
∂Vc
K˜∗4,S2(x, µ)c
T
S1(x) dx Y¯S1(s).
(38)
Analogously to (30), the transformed boundary values Φ¯S2 of
S2 can be expressed in terms of a connection matrix TS1,S2
that transforms the system states Y¯S1 of S1 as follows
Φ¯S2(s) = TS1,S2(γS1, γS2)Y¯S1. (39)
The exact form of connection matrix TS1,S2 is omitted for
brevity. It can be derived by evaluating the integral in (38)
and arranging all µ = 1, . . . , Q − 1 values of Φ¯S2(µ, s) into
the vector Φ¯S2(s).
Hence, the complete system of the connected spheres S1 and
S2 can be formulated in terms of an SSD, which is illustrated
in Fig. 2 (closed switch).
B. Numerical Evaluation
In the following, we numerically evaluate the dynamics
of the concentration in two interconnected spheres S1 and
S2 based on the the previously introduced model. Similar to
Section IV-C, the radius of the sphere is R0 = 1, the diffusion
coefficient is given by D = 10−2. Particles are generated by
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S1: γS1 = 0, r1 = R0
S1: γS1 = 0.1, r1 = R0
S2: γS2 = 1, r2 = R0
S2: γS2 = 1, r2 = 0.1R0
Fig. 6. Particle concentration in S1 and S2 over time. Concentration in S1
for reflective boundary (γS1 = 0) and with partially permeable boundary at
x ∈ ∂Vc at r1 = R0. Particle concentration in S2 at xo,S2 for r2 = R0
and r2 = 0.1R0.
the source function fe from Section III-E. They are released
at the center of S1 at 0.25 s and 3 s, respectively. A single
release is non-uniformly spatially distributed in a sphere with
radius r0 = 0.4R0 and it takes t0 = 0.4 s until all particles
are released. The angle defining the permeable area ∂Vc of
the spheres is given by θ0 = pi/4. The permeability in the
spheres S1 and S2 is γS1 = 0.1 and γS2 = 1 (fully permeable),
respectively. Moreover, the concentration is observed in S1 at
xo,S1 = [R0, pi/2, 0] and in S2 at xo,S2 = [r2, pi/2, 0], with
r2 = R0 and r2 = 0.1R0.
The results of the numerical evaluation are shown in Fig 6.
We observe that the concentration in S2 (γS1 = 0.1,γS2 = 1)
saturates to the concentration for γS1 = 0 in S1. This indicates
that all particles traverse from S1 to S2 via the ion channels
for t → ∞. Moreover, we observe that the concentrations
in S1 (γS1 = 0.1) at r1 = R0 and S2 at r2 = R0 show
a complementary behavior. The concentration in S2 at r2 =
0.1R0 shows the dynamics of the particles further away from
the boundary. Inspecting the corresponding orange curve in
Fig. 6, the abrupt change in the slope at 10 s reveals that the
influence of the second particle release in S1 at 3 s is still
observed in S2.
The results in Fig. 6 and the preceding derivations show that,
with the proposed transfer function approach the concentration
dynamics in cascaded spherical objects, e.g. simplified cell
models, can be conveniently modeled by the interconnection
of individual spheres. Due to this block based modeling
approach, the scenario can be extended to longer cell chains
and more complex interconnection topologies.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We derived a transfer function model for particle diffusion
in a sphere with general boundary behavior. The model was
derived by the application of functional transformations to an
initial-boundary value problem and was formulated in terms
of a state-space description. Based on this general model we
studied two application scenarios. A sphere with a (time-
variant) semi-permeable boundary was considered as a flexible
model for a spherical transmitter, whose characteristics can be
adjusted by its dimension, diffusion coefficient, and a time-
variant permeability. Furthermore, the interconnection of two
spheres by a semi-permeable membrane and delay-free ion
channels was considered, which can serve as a basis for
modeling inter-cell communication and Ca2+ signaling. We
numerically evaluated the proposed model and verified the
results by particle-based simulations.
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